
Unit of Work: The Vikings

Vocabulary:
Raid, raider, monk, monastery, Viking, sacked, 
looted, abbey, migrate, settle, overpopulation, 
inheritance, causes, invader, settler, push and 
pull factors, significant, Wessex, monarch, cult, 
runes, longhouses, saga.

Unit Overview: in this unit, the children will 
learn about the Vikings, and consider the 
reasons why they raided and then settled in 
Britain. They will investigate the popular view 
of the Vikings as raiders, ruthless in their ways 
of obtaining wealth. They will study primary 
sources of evidence, such as accounts by 
monks of the raid on Lindisfarne, as well as 
archaeological finds, to understand why this 
interpretation of the Vikings has become so 
popular. They will examine King Alfred’s 
struggle and victory over the Vikings, linking 
back to their work on Anglo-Saxons in 
September. 

By the end of the unit I will know to: 
● develop a chronologically secure knowledge and 

understanding of British history,
● understand how our knowledge of the past is 

constructed from a range of sources,
● establish clear narratives within and across the periods,
● develop the appropriate use of historical terms,
● address historically valid questions about cause and 

significance,
● construct informed responses that involve the 

thoughtful selection and organisation of relevant 
historical information,

● note contrasts and connections over time.

Year 5/6 HistoryCycle A



Unit of Work: Structures (bird hides)

Vocabulary:
Designing, modelling, scale model, exploring 
and testing, cross-section, rolling, 
strengthening, reinforcing, triangulation, 
diagonal, stable, strength, framework, 
material, tube, rigid, section, water/wind 
resistance, tie, strut, beam, bracket, stay, 
member, horizontal, vertical, gusset

Unit Overview: in this unit, children learn 
about structures. They learn that structures 
can fail when loaded, and the use of 
techniques for reinforcing and strengthening 
structures. They are shown the strength of 
tubes as a construction material and textiles 
as a suitable cover for a framework. The main 
outcome of this unit will be the design and 
construction of a framework-type shelter for 
an identified purpose, in this case a bird hide. 

By the end of the unit I will know how to:
● investigate several bird hides (including those which are permanent 

and those which are temporary); 
● make, use and recognise the use of tubes as a material from which 

to make a framework; 
● reinforce and strengthen frameworks using triangulation; 
● include in my designs drawings showing some alternative shelter 

ideas; 
● make an appropriate scale hide for a specific purpose;
● incorporate a framework and a textiles cover or cladding as 

appropriate 

Year 5/6 Design & TechnologyCycle A



Unit of Work: Electricity

Vocabulary:
cell, battery, lamp, wire, buzzer, 
motor, circuit, current, filament, 
electrical insulator, electrical 
conductor, mains electricity, 
terminal, switch, series circuit, 
resistance, resistor, current, 
circuit diagram, generate, 
generator, coal, gas, oil, fossil 
fuels, nuclear, wind turbine, wave 
hub, tidal flow, hydro-electric, 
grid, pylon, transmission, 
transformer, solar panels

Unit Overview: In this unit, children 
develop their understanding of 
electrical circuits. They construct 
circuits with an increasing number of 
components and contrast the effects 
this has on the function of the 
components. They role play the flow of 
electricity through a basic circuit and 
one that includes fuse wire, to model 
the effect that this has on other 
components. The children will learn to 
use the recognised electrical symbols to 
record circuits, particularly as the 
circuits become more complex. They 
research how electricity is generated 
both traditionally using coal and gas, 
and by renewable resources, and 
investigate how electricity is 
transmitted across the country, and 
what sort of electricity generating plant 
they might site in their locality.

By the end of the unit I will know how to:
● associate the brightness of a lamp or the volume of a buzzer with 

the number and voltage of cells used in the circuit 
● compare and give reasons for variations in how electrical 

components function, including the brightness of bulbs, the 
loudness of buzzers and the on/off position of switches  

● use recognised symbols when representing a simple circuit in a 
diagram.

Year 5/6 ScienceCycle A



Unit of Work: Dreams & goals

Vocabulary:
Dream, hope, 
goal feeling, 
achievement, 
money, grown 
up, adult, 
lifestyle, job 
career, 
profession, 
salary, society, 
contribution

Unit Overview: in this unit, children 
will consider issues surrounding 
their aspirations for the future and 
the things they can do to try to 
achieve their goals. They will 
discuss ideas such as:
● needing money to achieve 

some goals, 
● identify what they want their 

life to be like when they grow 
up (including considering 
future jobs and career 
paths),

● appreciating opportunities 
given to them by education 
in helping to achieve some of 
their goals,

● considering the dreams and 
goals of young people in a 
culture different to their own.

By the end of the unit I will be able to:
● I can compare my hopes and dreams with those of young 

people from different cultures. 
● I can reflect on the hopes and dreams of young people from 

another culture and explain how this makes me feel.

Year 5/6 PSHECycle A



Unit of Work: Beliefs & moral values (Sikhism)

Vocabulary:
Sikhism, Sikh, stories, importance, 
relevance, Guru Nanak, peace, equality, 
tolerance, faith, belief

Unit Overview: this unit explores 
stories associated with the Sikh 
faith. The children will consider how 
religious stories can be used to teach 
people about things that are 
important and ways to behave. They 
will focus on the story of ‘The Milk 
and the Jasmine Flower’ in which 
Guru Nanak teaches that everyone is 
equal whether they are rich or poor. 
This unit also relates to the British 
values of ‘rule of law’, ‘mutual 
respect’ and ‘tolerance of those of 
different faiths and beliefs’.   

By the end of the unit I will know:
● how some stories can teach people about what is 

important and how to behave,
● how ro recognise that stories can be an important way of 

expressing belief and meaning and can explain the 
relevance of a Sikh story,

● how some stories can teach Sikhs about what is 
important in life and relate this to non-Sikhs.

Year 5/6 RECycle A

Key Question: are Sikh stories important today?

Khanda - symbol of Sikhism



Unit of Work: the dictionary skills, dates and months, numbers 32-60

Mathematical 
Vocabulary:
Más - plus
Menos - minus
multiplicado por - 
times
dividido entre - 
divided by
números del 1 al 60 - 
numbers 1 to 60
los meses - months
¿qué fecha es hoy? - 
What’s the date 
today?

Unit Overview: in this unit, 
the children will continue to 
practise the vocabulary 
introduced to them before 
Christmas. They will also 
move on to exploring 
vocabulary linked to 
numbers and mathematics. 
They will have the 
opportunity to answer 
mathematical questions in 
Spanish and will continue to 
learn numbers in Spanish; 
eventually learning how to 
count up to 60.  

By the end of the unit I will know:
● how to say numbers 32 - 60 in Spanish,
● mathematical phrases in Spanish and be able to 

complete simple sums 

Year 5/6 SpanishCycle A

32 - trienta y dos
33 - trienta y tres
34 - trienta y cuatro 
35 - trienta y cinco
36 - trienta y seis
37 - trienta y siete
38 - trienta y ocho
39 - trienta y nueve
40 - cuarenta
41 - cuarenta y uno
42 - cuarenta y dos 
43 - cuarenta y tres
44 - cuarenta y 
cuatro
45 - cuarenta y 
cinco

46 - cuarenta y seis
47 - cuarenta y siete
48 - cuarenta y ocho 
49 - cuarenta y nueve
50 - cincuenta
51 - cincuenta y uno
52 - cincuenta y dos
53 - cincuenta y tres
54 - cincuenta y 
cuatro
55 - cincuenta y cinco
56 - cincuenta y seis
57 - cincuenta y siete
58 - cincuenta y ocho
59 - cincuenta y 
nueve
60 - sesenta

Numbers 32 - 60



Unit of Work: Looping & remixing: dance music 

Vocabulary:
Loop, layer, rhythm, 
remix/remixing, dance music, 
beats, melodies, mixes, fragment, 
notation  

Unit Overview:  in this 
unit, the children learn 
about how dance music is 
created, focusing 
particularly on the use of 
loops, and learn how to 
play a well known song 
before putting a dance 
music spin on it to create 
their own versions. 

By the end of the unit I will know how to:
● play accurately and in time,
● layer a looped rhythm,
● use loops to create a piece of music,
● understand how different aspects of music piece together,
● accurately play the melody line of a piece of music,
● fragment  tune into appropriate sections.

Year 5/6 MusicCycle A

Fragmented notation (Somewhere Over the Rainbow)  



Unit of Work: We are connected

Unit Overview: In this unit, children 
use the school’s blogging platform to 
explore issues related to social 
media. In: 
● Session 1 they decide on guidelines 
to follow when debating a 
controversial topic 
● Session 2 they research the chosen 
topic, thinking carefully about how to 
decide whether information is 
reliable or not 
● Session 3 they argue their own 
perspective on the topic, backing up 
their views with relevant sources 
● Session 4 they show respect and 
tolerance as they respond to others’ 
views 
● Session 5 they think about how 
reliable sources of information are 
● Session 6 they discuss online 

By the end of the unit I will be able to:
● recognise the importance of respect and tolerance in 

online discussions 
● explain how search results are selected and ranked 
● write a post on a given topic, justifying their argument
● respond to points made in others’ posts 
● evaluate the credibility of a source 
● suggest what a pupil might do if being bullied.

Year 5/6 ComputingCycle A


